
Message 

Sent: 

To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

9/18/2019 12:34:16 PM 

Yilmaz, Pinar O [ 
Gregory, John C 
RE: SIS Global Forum - content approval 

Pinar - Just to confirm, this is for those attending, not a public website, correct? 

If so, 

Neely Nelson 
ueytream Public & Gov't Affairs Manager

From: Yilmaz, Pinar 0 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 7:31 AM 
To: Nelson, Neely S < 
Cc: Gregory, John C 
Subject: Fwd: SIS Global Forum - content approval 

FYI and comments-

Regards, 
Pinar Yilmaz 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steven Smit 
D 

l am Co
Global
'showdailies

lobal-forum-20 
presentations. 

ger SIS and am currently working on the SIS 
ations around the event we will be preparing 

bal Forum website (www.software.slb.com/sis
ain short quotes from some of our Plenary Speakers' 

For today's showdaily we w e to use the following content around Liam Manon's Plenary 
Presentation. Can you confirm that is okay? We hope to issue this at 6.00pm Monaco time 
today. 
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Technology enables growth - Liam Mallon, ExxonMobil 

''We are still partnering like we partnered 40 years ago. Technology enables us to collaborate In a 

different way." 

In his plenary presentation, ExxonMobil's Liam Mallon talked about the Dual Challenge - meeting the 

world's energy demands, reliably and affordably, while addressing the risks of climate change. These 

two goals, he said, are not mutually exclusive, but significant advances in technology are needed to help 

reach them. 

Referencing Exxon Mobil's work with Schlumberger on the transformation of well construction, Liam 

stressed the importance of transitioning to a different way of partnering to speed up the adoption of 

technology and achieve ambitious production goals (1M BOED within in the Permian!) while 

lowering flare, reducing methane, cutting water use. 

Thanks 

Steven Smith 

Steven Smith 
Communications Manager 

Schlumberger - Software Integrated Solutio 

Innovation House, Prime Four Business Park 
Kin swells, Aberdeen, UK, AB15 8PU 

Registered Name: Sehl 
Registered Office: Sch 
Registered in England a 
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need endorsement per se, but will be good to ensure he is aware. 

If so, I edited below to remove the 1000% as we don't want that written anywhere 

where it can be taken out of context. Thus, changed the top pull quote, the 

parenthetical reference, changed Exxon to EM and one other minor word change. 

Neely Nelson 
Upstream Public & Gov't Affairs Manager 

From: Yilmaz, Pinar 0 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 7:31 AM 

To: Nelson, Neely S 

Cc: Gregory, John C 

Subject: Fwd: SIS Global Forum - content approval 

FYI and comments

Regards, 

Pinar Yilmaz 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steven 

D 
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C 

C 
' 

umberger SIS and am 
rum 2019. As part of our 

ant we will be preparing 
n the SIS Global Forum website 
al-forum-2019 . These will contain 

Plenary Speakers' presentations. 

' showdaily we would like to use the following content
allon's Plenary Presentation. Can you confirm if 

ope to issue this at 6.00pm Monaco time 

Technology enables growth - Liam Mallon, ExxonMobil 

"We are still partnering like we partnered 40 years ago. Technology 

enables us to collaborate In a different way. n 
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In his plenary presentation, ExxonMobil's Liam Mallon talked about the 

Dual Challenge - meeting the world's energy demands, reliably and 

affordably, while addressing the risks of climate change. These two 

goals, he said, are not mutually exclusive, but significant advances in 

technology are needed to help reach them. 

Referencing ExxonMobil's work with Schlumberger on the 

transformation of well construction, Liam stressed the importance of 

transitioning to a different way of partnering to speed up the adoption 

of technology and achieve ambitious production goals (1M BOED within 

5 years in the Permian!) while lowering flare, reducing methane, cutting 

water use. 

Thanks 

Steven Smith 

Steven Smith 

Communications Manager 

Schlumberger - Software lnteg 
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Message 

Sent: 9/18/2019 12:50:10 PM 

Subject: FW: SIS Global Forum - content approval 

Liam - Schlumberger's Communications Manager reached out to us as they would like our approval of a synopsis/quote 

for you. This is part of their daily website post that captures a high level synopsis/quote for each speaker and would be 

posted to their website by this afternoon, along with today's other speakers. We kept their structure and length, but 

made a few quotes just so we are good in case it got picked up broader. 

Technology enables growth - Liam Mallon, ExxonMobil 

�e are still partnering like we did 40 years ago. Technology enabt 

In his plenary presentation, ExxonMobil's Liam Mallon talked about t 

demands, reliably and affordably, while addressing the risks of climate di 

mutually exclusive, but significant advances in technology are needed to help 

II 

's energy 

not 

Referencing ExxonMobil's work with Schlumberger on the transf tion of well 

importance of transitioning to a different way of partnerin 

ambitious production goals (1M BOED within 5 years in 

·on, Liam stressed the
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cutting water use. 

Neely Nelson 
ueytream Public & Gov't Affairs Manager
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SChlumberger - Software Integrated Solutions

Innovation House, Prime Four Business Park 

www.software.slb.com/sis::91obal-forum-2019 
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